COACH NORMS
 Each Coach must be at least 16 years old;
 The Coach have to wear the sport uniform with the stamp of the name of his Nation
and gym shoes.
(It’s not permitted; casual wear and shoes without rubber soles).
 The Coach “mandatorily” have to take part to the Coach meeting
 Only one Coach is permitted for the Tatami Sports.
While, 2 Coaches are permitted for the Ring Sports.
 A free “Coach Pass”, will be given for every 10 enrolled fighters.
 No Coach will be admitted in the competition area without a “Coach Pass”.
 The name of the Country of the Coach will written on the “Coach Pass”.
 Any coach’s unsportsmanlike behaviour against rules will be punished by the
suspension from his functions in the competition in course.
(The Coach pass will be removed)
 Each fighter, for tatami sports, will be allowed one coach who will remain
seated in the coach’s seat during each round of the match.
The coach has to remain silent while each round is running.
(please note this is just valid for categories of the World Championship)
 Every Coach, of the Golden Cup categories may speak only to his own
fighters.
If the coach break any of these rules their fighter will receive, immediately, a penalty.
 Each coach will receive a “red card” at the start of each match.
This card will serve, the Coach, to ask to stop the encounter, because he saw
something irregular done by the Referees.
The match will be immediately stopped, where the Coach the Main Referee and the
Overseeing Referee will discuss the point.
If the Overseeing Referee agrees with the Coach, the mistake will be rectified and
the “red card” will be given back to the coach where they can use it again if required.
If the Overseeing Referee disagrees with the Coach then the “red card” will be
withdrawn for the rest of that match.
It is fundamental recognize that the Coach can only speak to the Referee after the
“red card” has been shown
The Overseeing Referee’s decision is always final and will not be disputed.

